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Master Baili looked at the crowd speechlessly. You guys really have nothing better to do! 

 

However, since they all wanted to stay, it wasn’t good for him to chase them away. Besides, he also 

wanted to see what kind of earth-shaking, earth-shattering behavior that bad news bag would do next. 

 

At this time, inside the cave of Tranquility, the three of them once again set up a small table to play 

cards. 

 

An Linchuan and Shangguan Hao originally thought that Yun Chujiu was pretending as if nothing had 

happened. In fact, she was very depressed. However, after a while, they realized that this guy really 

didn’t take the matter of bubbles to heart. He was smiling brilliantly. 

 

An Linchuan saw that this guy was smiling without any heart, he couldn’t help but remind her, “Junior 

sister Jiu, are you really not worried about the matter of bubbles? You can only go out when you have 

accumulated a hundred pieces. I heard that there was once a senior brother who was locked up in this 

cave of Tranquility for more than a year before he went out.” 

 

“There are always more ways than difficulties. Isn’t it useless to worry?”? “If that’s the case, what’s the 

point of worrying so much?”? “Let’s play cards first. After the game is over, I’ll think about it carefully. I’ll 

definitely think of a good way to get twice the result with half the effort. Haha, Bombs!”! “You guys lost 

again!” 

 

An Linchuan was holding his breath. He kindly reminded her that she actually won again when they were 

distracted. He didn’t believe that she could always lose after playing cards? Again! 

 

Shangguan Hao’s temperament was more stable than an Linchuan’s. He asked with a smile, “Junior 

Sister Jiu, why were you locked in the Cave of Tranquility? I think you came in for a different reason than 

us.” 

 



Yun chujiu pouted. “Don’t mention it. I don’t know what’s wrong with the sect master. Ever since I came 

back from the murderous Yuan sect, he has been targeting me everywhere, grounded and monitored! 

 

“I don’t know what happened last night. The demonic beasts at the back of Tianshu Peak destroyed the 

yard of the odd-job workers. He put the blame on my head. Do you think I’m Innocent?” 

 

An Linchuan and Shangguan Hao were stunned. The murderous Yuan sect. Why did she go to the 

murderous Yuan sect all of a sudden? 

 

When the two of them asked, Yun Chujiu told them about her heroic deeds. She told them about how 

she cheated the disciples of the murderous Yuan sect of 300 million spirit stones and almost blew up 

their self-reflection cave.., she also told them about how she saved the murderous origin sect while 

stealing the green jade lotus root.. 

 

The cards in an Linchuan and Shangguan Hao’s hands fell to the ground. Oh God, Master of the sect, 

what are you thinking? Are you sure that you are not messing with them by locking such a bad bag with 

them? 

 

They were still anxious for this little girl, worried that she would get angry because she could not catch 

the bubbles. With such a bad bag, no one would be willing to let her go out and harm others, right? 

 

However, an Linchuan was not a person who kept to himself. Otherwise, his father would not have sent 

him to the cave of Tranquility. He thought that this little girl was really interesting. 

 

Therefore, the two of them had the same taste and began to exchange all kinds of tricks to trick others.. 

 

Shangguan Hao, who was at the side, felt very tired. With these two people around, how could he calm 

down? It would be good if he didn’t feel troubled. 

 



“Senior brother An, how often does this calm down mission come out? It Can’t be that it only comes out 

once a day, right? And from what I hear, there are two, three, four, five, six other missions besides 

mission one? How many missions are there in total?”Yun chujiu asked curiously. 

 

An Linchuan stretched out a palm. “Five. Mission one is not the most abnormal. The missions after that 

are more and more abnormal. “There’s no pattern to this mission. However, there are basically two or 

three missions every day. I reckon that after we play for a while more, there will be missions.” 

 

 


